Visual attributes, from simple objects (e.g., backpacks, hats) to soft-biometrics (e.g., gender, height, clothing) have proven to be a powerful representational approach for many applications such as image description and human identification. In this paper, we introduce a novel method to combine the advantages of both multi-task and curriculum learning in a visual attribute classification framework. Individual tasks are grouped after performing hierarchical clustering based on their correlation. The clusters of tasks are learned in a curriculum learning setup by transferring knowledge between clusters. The learning process within each cluster is performed in a multi-task classification setup. By leveraging the acquired knowledge, we speed-up the process and improve performance. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method via ablation studies and a detailed analysis of the covariates, on a variety of publicly available datasets of humans standing with their full-body visible. Extensive experimentation has proven that the proposed approach boosts the performance by 4% to 10%.
Introduction
Vision as reception. Vision as reflection. Vision as projection.
-Bill Viola, note 1986
When we are interested in providing a description of an object or a human, we tend to use visual attributes to accomplish this task. For example, a laptop can have a wide screen, a silver color, and a brand logo, whereas a human can be tall, female, wearing a blue t-shirt and carrying a backpack. Visual attributes in computer vision are equivalent to the adjectives in our speech. We rely on visual attributes since (i) they enhance our understanding by creating an image in our head of what this object or human looks like; (ii) they narrow down the possible related results when we want to search for a product online or when we want to provide a suspect description; (iii) they can be composed in different ways to create descriptions; (iv) they generalize well as with some fine-tuning they can be applied to recognize objects for different tasks; and (v) they are a meaningful
Email address: nsarafia@central.uh.edu (Nikolaos Sarafianos) semantic representation of objects or humans that can be understood by both computers and humans. However, effectively predicting the corresponding visual attributes of a human given an image remains a challenging task. In real-life scenarios, images might be of lowresolution, humans might be partially occluded in cluttered scenes, or there might be significant pose variations.
In this work, we introduce CILICIA (CurrIculum Learning multItask ClassIfication Attributes) to address the problem of visual attribute classification from images of standing humans. Instead of using low-level representations, which would require extracting handcrafted features, we propose a deep learning method to solve multiple binary classification tasks. CILICIA differentiates itself from the literature as: (i) it performs end-to-end learning by feeding a single ConvNet with the entire image of a human without making any assumptions about predefined connection between body parts and image regions; and (ii) it exploits the advantages of both multi-task and curriculum learning. Tasks are split into groups based on their labels' crosscorrelation using hierarchical agglomerative clustering. The groups of tasks are learned in a curriculum learning scenario, starting with the one with the highest withingroup cross-correlation and moving to the less correlated ones by transferring knowledge from the former to the latter. The tasks in each group are learned in a typical multi-task classification setup. Parts of this publication appear in our previous work [1] . However, in this work we have proposed an effective method to obtain the groups of tasks using hierarchical agglomerative clustering, which can be of any number and not just two groups (strongly/weakly correlated), conducted additional experiments to analyze the covariates of the proposed approach, benchmarked our method in an additional dataset, and demonstrated the efficacy and robustness of our method by performing ablation studies in Section 5.
When Vapnik and Vashist introduced the learning using privileged information (LUPI) paradigm [2] , they drew inspiration from human learning. They observed how significant the role of an intelligent teacher was in the learning process of a student, and proposed a machine learning framework to imitate this process. Employing privileged information from an intelligent teacher at training time has recently received significant attention from the scientific community with remarkable results in areas ranging from object recognition [3, 4, 5, 6 ] to biometrics [7, 8, 9] .
Our work also draws inspiration from the way students learn in class. First, students find it difficult to learn all tasks at once. It is usually easier for them to acquire some basic knowledge first, and then build on top of that, by learning more complicated concepts. This can be achieved by learning in a hierarchical manner, which is commonly employed in the literature [10, 11, 12] , or with a curriculum strategy. Curriculum learning [13, 14, 15] (presenting easier examples before more complicated and learning tasks sequentially, instead of all at the same time) imitates this learning process. It has the advantage of exploiting prior knowledge to improve subsequent classification tasks but it cannot scale up to many tasks since each subsequent task has to be learned individually. However, to maximize students' understanding a curriculum might not be sufficient by itself. Students also need a teaching paradigm that can guide their learning process, especially when the task to be learned is challenging. The teaching paradigm in our method is the split of visual attribute classification tasks that need to be learned by performing hierarchical agglomerative clustering. In that way, we exploit the advantages of both multi-task and curriculum learning. First, the ConvNet learns the group of tasks with the strongest intra cross-correlation in a multi-task learning setup, and once this process is completed, the weights of the respective tasks are used as an initialization for the more diverse tasks. During the training of the more diverse tasks, the prior knowledge obtained is leveraged to improve the classification performance. An illustrative example of our method is depicted in Figure 1 .
In summary, this paper has the following contributions. First, we introduce CILICIA, a novel method of exploiting the advantages of both multi-task and curriculum learning by splitting tasks into groups by performing hierarchical agglomerative clustering. The tasks of each subgroup are learned in a joint manner. Thus, the proposed method learns better than learning all the tasks in a typical multi-task learning setup and converges faster than learning tasks one at a time. Second, we propose a scheme of transferring knowledge between the groups of tasks which speeds up the convergence and increases the performance. We performed extensive evaluations in three datasets of humans standing and achieved state-of-the-art results in all three of them.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a review of the related work in visual attributes, curriculum learning, and transfer learning is presented. Section 3 presents CILICIA, the proposed curriculum learning approach for multi-task classification of clusters of visual attributes. In Section 4, experimental results are reported, a detailed analysis of covariates is provided, and a discussion about the performance and the limitations of the proposed approach is offered. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 6.
Related Work
Visual Attributes Classification: The first to investigate the power of visual attributes were Ferrari and Zisserman [16] . They used low-level features and a probabilistic generative model to learn attributes of different types (e.g., appearance, shape, patterns) and segment them in an image. Kumar et al. [17] proposed an automatic method to perform face verification and image search. They first extracted and compared "highlevel" visual features, or traits, of a face image that are insensitive to pose, illumination, expression, and other imaging conditions, and then trained classifiers for describable facial visual attributes (e.g., gender, race, and eyewear). A verification classifier on these outputs is finally trained to perform face verification. In the work of Scheirer et al. [18] , raw attribute scores are calibrated to a multi-attribute space where each normalized value approximates the probability of that attribute appearing in the input image. This normalized multi-attribute space allows a uniform interpretation of the attributes to perform tasks such as face retrieval or attribute-based similarity search. Finally, attribute selection approaches have been introduced [19, 20, 21] which select attributes based on specific criteria (e.g., entropy). Zheng et al. [21] formulated attribute selection as a submodular optimization problem [22] and defined a novel submodular objective function.
Following the deep learning renaissance in 2012, several papers [23, 24, 25] have addressed the visual attribute classification problem using ConvNets. Partbased methods decompose the image to parts and train separate networks which are then combined at a feature level before the classification step. They tend to perform well since they take advantage of spatial information (e.g., patches that correspond to the upper body can better predict the t-shirt color than others that correspond to other body parts). Zhang et al. [26] proposed an attribute classification method which combines part-based models in the form of poselets [27] , and deep learning by training pose-normalized ConvNets. Gkioxari et al. [28] proposed a deep version of poselets to detect human body parts which were then employed to perform action and attribute classification. Zhu et al. [29] introduced a method for pedestrian attribute classification. They proposed a ConvNet architecture comprising 15 separate subnetworks (i.e., one for each task) which are fed with images of different body parts to learn jointly the visual attributes. However, their method assumes that there is a pre-defined connection between parts and attributes and that all tasks depend on each other and thus, learning them jointly will be beneficial. Additionally, they trained the whole ConvNet end-to-end despite the fact that the size of the training dataset used was only 632 images. Based on our experiments, the only way to avoid heavy overfitting in datasets of that size is by employing a pre-trained network along with fine-tuning of some layers. Recycling pre-trained deep learning models with transfer learning (i.e., exploiting the discriminative power of a network trained for a specific task for a different problem or domain) is commonly used in the literature with great success [30, 31, 32] . Finally, visual attributes have been employed recently for re-identification [33, 34] , pose estimation [35, 36] , 3D pose tracking [37] , head pose estimation and landmark detection [38] , attribute mining and retrieval for clothing applications [39, 40, 41] , zero-shot visual object categorization and recognition [42, 43] , image annotation and segmentation [44] , as well as surveillance [45] . Curriculum Learning: Solving all tasks jointly is commonly employed in the literature [46, 47, 48] as it is fast, easy to scale, and achieves good generalization. For an overview of deep multi-task learning techniques the interested reader is encouraged to refer to the work of Ruder [49] . However, some tasks are easier than others and also not all tasks are equally related to each other [50] . Curriculum Learning was initially proposed by Bengio et al. [13] . They argued that instead of employing samples at random it is better to present samples organized in a meaningful way so that less complex examples are presented first. Pentina et al. [50] introduced a curriculum learning-based approach to process multiple tasks in a sequence and developed a method to find the best order in which the tasks need to be learned. They proposed a data-dependent solution by introducing an upper-bound of the average expected error and employing an Adaptive SVM [51, 52] . Such a learning process has the advantage of exploiting prior knowledge to improve subsequent classification tasks but it cannot scale up to many tasks since each subsequent task has to be learned individually. Curriculum learning has also been employed with great success on long short-term memory (LSTM) networks [53, 54] . In parallel with our work, Dong et al. [55] also proposed a multi-task curriculum transfer technique to classify clothes based on their attributes. To the best of our knowledge, the method of Dong et al. [55] and our method, are the first to attempt formulating a curriculum learning strategy for a deep attribute classification problem. Transfer Learning: Deep transfer learning techniques learn feature representations, which are transferable to other domains, by incorporating the adaptation to a new domain in the end-to-end learning process [56, 57] . The idea of distilling knowledge in neural networks was initially introduced by Hinton et al. [58] . The authors proposed a method to distill the knowledge of a complex ensemble of models into a smaller model. The softmax output of the ensemble is divided by a temperature parameter and the smaller model learns directly from that "softened" output. Following that idea, Zhang et al. [59] suggested a technique to perform action recognition in real-time. They transferred knowledge from the teacher (an optical flow ConvNet) to the student (a motion vector ConvNet) by backpropagating the teacher's loss in the students' network. Finally, Lopez-Paz et al. [60] introduced generalized distillation; a method that unifies the LUPI framework with the knowledge distillation paradigm.
Finally, a very interesting prior work which focuses on the correlation of visual attributes is the method of Jayaraman et al. [61] . Aiming to decorrelate attributes at learning time, the authors proposed a multitask learning framework with the property of resisting the urge of sharing image features of correlated attributes. Their approach disambiguates attributes by isolating distinct low-level features for distinct properties (e.g., color for "brown", texture for "furry"). They also leveraged side information for properties that are closely related and should share features (e.g., "brown" and "red" are likely to share the same features). While our work also leverages information from correlated attributes in a multi-task classification framework, it models co-occurrence between different clusters of visual attributes instead of trying to semantically decorrelate them.
Methodology
In this section, we describe the proposed network architecture which given images of humans as an input, outputs visual attribute predictions. We then introduce our approach for splitting attributes into clusters. Finally, the proposed multi-task curriculum learning framework is introduced.
In our supervised learning paradigm, we are given tuples (x i , y i ) where x i corresponds to images and y i to the respective visual attribute labels. The total number of tasks will be denoted by T , and thus the size of y i for one image will be 1 × T . Finally, we will refer to the part of the network that solves the i th group of tasks as C i .
Multi-label ConvNet architecture
To mitigate the lack of training data we employ the pre-trained VGG-16 [62] network. VGG-16, is the network from Simonyan and Zisserman which was one of the first methods to demonstrate that the depth of the network is a critical component for good performance. We selected VGG instead of a more modern network for the reason that it is a simple and homogeneous architecture, which despite its inefficiencies (e.g., large number of parameters), is sufficient for solving multiple binary image classification tasks. VGG-16 is trained on ImageNet [63] , the scale of which enables us to perform transfer learning between ImageNet and our tasks of interest. The architecture of the network we use is depicted in Figure 2 . We used the first seven convolutional layers of the VGG-16 network and dropped the rest of the convolutional and fully-connected layers. The reason behind this is that the representations learned in the last layers of the network are very task dependent [32] and thus, not transferable. Following that, for every task we added a batch-normalized [64] fully-connected layer with 512 units and a ReLU activation function. We employed batch-normalization since it enabled higher learning rates, faster convergence, and reduced overfitting. Although shuffling and normalizing each batch has proven to reduce the need of dropout, we observed that adding a dropout layer [65] was beneficial as it further reduced overfitting. The dropout probability was 75% for datasets with less than 1,000 training samples and 50% for the rest. For every task, an output layer is added with a softmax activation function using the categorical cross entropy.
Furthermore, we observed that the random initialization of the parameters of the last two layers backpropagated large errors in the whole network even if we used different learning rates throughout our network. To address this behavior of the network, which is thoroughly discussed in the method of Sutskever et al. [66] , we "freeze" the weights of the pre-trained part and train only the last two layers for each task in order to learn the layer weights and the parameters of the batch-normalization.
After we ensured that we can always overfit on the training set, which means that our network is deep enough and discriminative enough for the tasks of interest, our primary goal was to reduce overfitting. Towards this direction, we (i) selected 512 units for the fully connected layer to prevent the network from learning several weights; (ii) employed a small weight decay of 10
for the layers that are trained; (iii) initialized the learning rate at 10 −3 and reduced it by a factor of 5 every 100 epochs and up to five times in total; and (iv) augmented the data by performing random scaling up to 150% of the initial image followed by random crops, horizontal flips and adding noise by applying PCA to the RGB Figure 2 : Architecture of the ConvNet used in our framework for several groups of tasks. The VGG-16 pre-trained part is kept frozen during training and only the weights of the last layers are learned. The different groups of tasks are learned sequentially using a curriculum learning paradigm. However, when the latter groups of tasks are trained, the tasks which have already been learned, contribute to the total cost function (Figure best viewed in color.) pixel values as proposed by Krizhevsky et al. [67] . At test time, we averaged the predictions at three different scales (100%, 125%, and 150%) of five fixed crops and their horizontal flips (30 in total) to obtain the predicted class label. This technique, which was also adopted in the ResNet method of He et al. [68] , proved to be very effective as it reduced the variation on the predictions.
Group Split with Hierarchical Clustering
Finding the order in which tasks need to be learned so as to achieve the best performance is difficult and computationally expensive. Given some tasks t i , i = 1...T that need to be performed, we seek to find the best order in which the tasks should be performed so the average error of the tasks is minimized:
where S (t i ) is the function that finds the sequence of the tasks,ŷ t j , y t j are the prediction and target vectors for the j th task, and E is the prediction error. However, the fact that a task can be easily performed does not imply that it is positively correlated with another and that by transferring knowledge the performance of the latter will increase. Adjeroh et al. [70] studied the correlation between various anthropometric features and demonstrated that some correlation clusters can be derived in human metrology, whereby measurements in a cluster tend to be highly correlated with each other but not with the measurements in other clusters. The correlation between different sub-problems was also exploited in the age estimation method of Niu et al. [71] in an ordinal regression setup.
In this work, we seek to find: (i) which tasks (i.e., attributes) should be grouped together so as to be learned jointly, and (ii) which is the best sequence in which the groups of tasks should be learned. We use the training labels Y of size N × M where N the number of samples, and M the number of attributes (i.e., ground truth labels) to compute the Pearson correlation coefficient matrix which is of size M × M. Each element in this matrix, represents to what extent these two attributes are correlated (e.g., the "gender" with the "hair length" will have a higher value compared to "gender" with "age").
We then employ the computed Pearson correlation coefficient matrix to perform hierarchical agglomerative clustering using the Ward variance minimization algorithm. Ward's method is biased towards generating clusters of the same size and analyzes all possible pairs of joined clusters, identifying which joint produces the smallest within cluster sum of squared (WCSS) errors. Assume that at an intermediate step, clusters s and t are to be merged to form cluster u = s ∪ t. Then, the new distance d(u, v) between cluster u and an already exist- Figure 3 : Dendrogram illustrating the arrangement of clusters (left) and the pairwise correlation matrix, which is fed to the clustering algorithm (right) of the visual attributes from the SoBiR dataset [69] . The sequence in which the clusters of attributes are learned, is obtained by computing the total dependency of each task with the rest within its cluster using Eq. (3). The curriculum learning of the clusters of visual attributes is then performed in a descending order as described in Section 3.3. (Figure best viewed in color.) ing (but yet unused) cluster v is defined as:
where s, t are the clusters which are joined into cluster u, and T = |v| + |s| + |t|. Ward [72] , points out that this procedure facilitates the identification of that union which has an objective function value "equal or better than" any of the n(n − 1)/2 possible unions. An illustrative hierarchical clustering of the visual attributes from the SoBiR dataset [69] in the form of a dendrogram is depicted in Figure 3 . We observe that the proposed method for task split yields clusters of visual attributes which cohere with our semantic understanding and intuition about which attributes might be related to each other (e.g., gender with hair length, weight with muscle build). In addition to the pairwise correlation matrix, which also provides an insight into the relation of attributes, the proposed approach exploits this correlation between the attributes during the learning process.
By splitting the attributes into clusters using a WCSS threshold τ to cut the dendrogram horizontally, we have identified which tasks should be grouped together so as to be learned jointly. Following that, we now seek to obtain the sequence in which the clusters of visual attributes will be learned. To address this problem, we propose to find the total dependency p i,c of task t i,c with the rest within the cluster c, by computing the respective Pearson correlation coefficients but this time only within the cluster as follows: where σ(y t i,c ) is the standard deviation of the labels y of the task t i,c . After we compute the total dependencies for all the clusters formed, we start the curriculum learning process in a descending order.
The process of computing the learning sequence of attribute clusters, which is described in detail in Algorithm. 1, is performed once before the training starts. Since it only requires the training labels of the tasks to compute the cross-correlations and perform the clustering, it is not computationally intensive. Finally, note that the group split depends on the training set and it is possible that different train-test splits might yield different groups of tasks. 
Multi-Task Curriculum Learning
In the scenario we are investigating, we solve multiple binary unbalanced classification tasks simultaneously. Throughout the paper, we use the terms multilabel and multi-task interchangeably. This is because we solve multiple classification tasks at the same time (multi-task), and at the same time for each given image we predict multiple binary labels which are not mutually exclusive (multi-label).
The proposed learning paradigm is described in Algorithm 2. Similar to Zhu et al. [73] , we employ the categorical cross-entropy function between predictions and targets, which for a single attribute t is defined as follows:
where 1[y i = j] is equal to one when the ground truth of sample i belongs to class j, and zero otherwise, p i, j is the respective prediction, which is the output of the softmax nonlinearity of sample i for class j, and the term inside the parenthesis is a balancing parameter required due to imbalanced data. The total number of samples belonging to class j is denoted by M j , N is the number of samples and M the number of classes. The total loss over all attributes is defined as T t=1 λ t ·L t , where λ t is the contribution weight of each parameter. For simplicity, it is set to λ t = 1 /T. By setting λ t in this way, there is an underlying assumption that all tasks contribute equally to the multi-task classification problem. To overcome this limitation, a fully-connected layer with T units could be added with an identity activation function after each separate loss L t is computed. In that way, the respective weight for each attribute in the total loss function could be learned. However, we observed that for groups of tasks that consist of a few attributes there was no difference in the performance, and thus we did not investigate this any further.
Once the classification of the visual-attribute tasks that demonstrated the strongest intra correlation is performed, we use the learned parameters (i.e., weights, biases, and batch normalization parameters) to initialize the network for the less diverse groups of attributes. The architecture of the network remains the same, with the parameters of VGG-16 being kept "frozen". The weights of the tasks of previous groups of clusters continue to be learned with a very small learning rate of 10 −6 ). Furthermore, by adopting the "supervision transfer" technique of Zhang et al. [59] we leverage the knowledge learned by backpropagating the following loss:
where L f j is the total loss computed during the forward pass using Eq. (4) over only the current group of correlated tasks and λ is a parameter that controls the amount of knowledge transferred. Since the parameters of the network that correspond to already trained groups of tasks keep being updated, the loss L t changes during training of the tasks of interest each time. This enables us to transfer the knowledge from groups of tasks with stronger intra cross-correlation to groups which demonstrated less intra cross-correlation. This technique proved to be very effective, as it enhanced the performance of the parts of the network which are responsible for the prediction of less correlated groups of tasks, and contributed to faster convergence during training.
Experiments

Datasets
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, we conducted evaluations in three challenging datasets containing standing humans, and thus tested our method in almost all the possible variations that can be found in the datasets used in the literature. We used the SoBiR [69] , VIPeR [74] and PETA [75] datasets. The selected datasets are of varying difficulty and contain different visual attributes and training set sizes. Some representative images are depicted in Figure 4 . SoBiR dataset: The recently introduced SoBiR dataset [69] contains 800 images of 100 people. It comprises 12 soft biometric labels (e.g., gender, weight, age, height) and four forms of comprehensive human annotation. In our experimental investigation, we used the comparative ground-truth annotations (e.g., taller/shorter instead of tall/short) instead of absolute binary. The main reasons for this choice are: (i) relative binary annotations have been shown to outperform categorical annotations [69, 76] ; and (ii) class labels were balanced for all soft biometrics. A 80/10/10 train/validation/test split based on human IDs is performed (so that only new subjects appear at testing) and average classification results are reported over five random splits. VIPeR dataset: The VIPeR dataset [74] contains 632 low-resolution pedestrian image pairs taken from arbitrary viewpoints under varying illumination conditions. Layne et al. [77] provided 21 visual-attribute annotations which are used in our evaluation. We randomly split VIPeR into non-overlapping training and testing sets of equal sizes based on the human IDs. Following the literature, we repeated this process six times (one split for parameter tuning and the rest for evaluation of our method) and average classification results are reported. PETA dataset: The PETA dataset [75] consists of 19,000 images gathered from 10 different smaller datasets. Parameters such as the camera angle, viewpoint, illumination, and resolution are highly variant, which makes it a valuable dataset for visual-attribute classification evaluation. It is divided in 9,500, 1,900, and 7,600 images for training, validation, and testing, respectively. Similar to [73] , highly imbalanced attributes are discarded and the remaining 45 binary visual attributes are employed.
Results on SoBiR
Implementation details: For the SoBiR dataset, the batch size was set to 160. We split it into four clusters containing 2, 5, 2, and 3 attributes by thresholding at within cluster sum of squares τ = 1.9 (Figure 3) , trained our models for 5,000 epochs, and set λ = 0.25. Evaluation results: Since the SoBiR dataset does not have a baseline on attribute classification we reported results using handcrafted features and an SVM classifier as well as three different end-to-end learning frameworks using our ConvNet architecture. In all cases, images were resized to 128 × 128. The features used for training the SVMs consisted of: (i) edge-based features, (ii) local binary patterns (LBPs), (iii) color histograms, and (iv) histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs). To preserve local information, we computed the aforementioned features in four blocks for every image resulting in 540 features in total. Furthermore, we investigated the classification performance when tasks are learned individually (i.e., by backpropagating only their own loss in the network), jointly in a typical multi-task classification setup (i.e., by backpropagating the average of the total loss in the network), and using the proposed approach. We report the classification accuracy (%) for all 12 soft biometrics in Table 1 . CILICIA is superior in both groups of tasks to the rest of the learning frameworks. Despite the small size of the dataset, ConvNetbased methods perform better in all tasks compared to an SVM with handcrafted features. Multi-task learning methods (i.e., multi-task and CILICIA) outperform the learning frameworks when tasks are learned independently since they leverage information from other attributes. By taking advantage of the correlation between attributes, CILICIA demonstrated higher classification performance than a typical multi-task learning scenario. However, estimating the "age" proved to be the most challenging task in all cases as its classification accuracy ranges from 58.5% to 64.5% when it is learned individually using our ConvNet architecture. This poor performance can be attributed to the fact that age estimation from images without facial traits is a largely unsolved problem. In Figure 5 , the convergence plots for all four CILICIA groups are depicted and the following observations are made: (i) the first group (comprises only two attributes) after epoch 3,000, demonstrates strong overfitting which proved to be inevitable even when we experimented with smaller learning rates; (ii) Multi-Task learning demonstrated the highest loss compared to the groups of the proposed method; and (iii) as we move from the groups of attributes that are strongly correlated to the rest by transferring knowledge each time, the training loss becomes smaller and there is less overfitting (if any). Note that the depicted losses for the corresponding groups are averaged over the tasks that belong to the cluster and thus, they can be compared although the number of tasks in each group is not the same. Impact of color information: In this experiment, we investigated to what extent the color information affects the classification accuracy of the visual attributes. Since Table 1 : Classification accuracy of different learning paradigms on the SoBiR dataset. In individual learning, each attribute is learned separately. In multi-task learning, the average loss of all attributes is backpropagated in the network. In CILICIA, four clusters were formed and attributes are in descending order based on their intra cross-correlation. Results highlighted with light purple indicate statistically significant improvement using the paired-sample t-test. we employed a network pre-trained on RGB images, we fed each of the three color channels with the same grayscale images. Figure 6 (left) summarizes the obtained results. Visual attributes such as hair and skin color were expected to have a drop in performance when color information was absent. However, we observed that weight and age were also affected as their accuracy dropped by 8% and 11% respectively. Impact of image resolution: The objective of this experiment is to assess the impact of image resolution on the classification performance. One of the major advantages of ConvNets (due to parameter sharing) is that they do not need to have a fixed-size input and pretrained networks can be utilized with images of different spatial size. This still holds for fully-connected layers since they are equivalent to convolution layers with 1×1 kernel. Our ConvNet architecture was fed with images of varying resolutions starting from 32 × 32 up to 128 × 128 and average classification accuracies over all attributes are reported. From the obtained results in Figure 6 (right), we draw the following observations. First, images of higher resolution tend to perform better than lower since they provide more spatial space for the convolutional operations. Second, when we experimented with images of size 32 × 32, we observed that the norm of the gradient started taking very high values which is a common phenomenon during training ConvNets and is referred to as the exploding gradients problem [78] . In our case, the reasons for the explosion of gradients were the small image size in a network pre-trained on images of almost 10-times larger and the existence of dropout with a high probability before the output layer.
Results on VIPeR
Implementation details: For the VIPeR dataset, the batch size was set to 158. We split it into five clusters containing 2, 4, 7, 3, and 4 attributes by thresholding at within cluster sum of squares τ = 1.8, trained our models for 5,000 epochs, and set λ = 0.25.
Evaluation results: To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed approach over normal multi-task learning approaches, we evaluate in Table 2 its performance in comparison with the method of Zhu et al. [29] and a typical multi-task learning framework. To test for statistical significance between CILICIA and the method of Zhu et al. [29] we employed the z-test (p < 0.05) since the mean and the standard deviation results were available from their technique. Employing the proposed multi-task curriculum learning approach is beneficial for the classification of visual attributes, as it outperformed the previous state-of-the-art by improving the total results by 9.9%. CILICIA achieved significantly better results in most of the tasks, which demonstrates the efficacy of our method over traditional multi-task learning approaches. The reason for this is that when some tasks are completely unrelated then multi-task learning has a negative effect as it forces the network to learn representations that explain everything, which is not possible. Additionally, we observed that color attributes tend to achieve higher performance compared to other attributes. The reason for this is that such attributes are highly imbalanced (sometimes more than Figure 6 : Impact of image color information in the classification accuracy of the attributes of the SoBiR dataset (left) and classification accuracy for different image resolutions (right). The standard deviation is high because we averaged over all attributes of the SoBiR dataset. Outliers depicted with a red cross correspond to "age". one to nine) due to the way annotation is provided (e.g., is the human wearing a red t-shirt or not). Note that, since in both the SoBiR and the VIPeR datasets, the training set is not fixed and train-test splits are performed each time, the sequence in which the groups of tasks are learned is not necessarily the same each time.
The reason for this is that the hierarchical agglomerative clustering depends on the pairwise correlation matrix between the labels of the training set which vary between different splits. For visualization purposes, we group attributes (e.g., "darkhair" and "midhair" correspond to "hair").
Impact of facial information:
To investigate the impact of facial information in the classification, we trained the proposed architecture with images of humans after removing the upper part of the image containing the face (top 20% of the image). From the results in Table 3 , we observed that the performance of the visual attributes related to clothes or objects of the upper body was not affected by the absence of facial information. On the contrary, the impact on the hair-related attributes was significant since their performance dropped by 6%. Finally, facial information plays a vital role in recognizing the gender of humans even in low-resolution images as a 5.3% performance drop was observed in the absence of the face. Figure 7 . It can be observed that visual attributes related to shirt color are viewpoint-invariant, whereas others such as "jeans" perform better from a frontal angle. Two interesting observations arise from the hair and backpack attributes. First, classifying attributes pertaining to hair (length and color) can be done with higher accuracy when the viewpoint is at 90 o . Second, finding whether the human has a backpack or not becomes an easier task for camera angles of 135 o and 180 o which is compatible with the way humans would perform on this task.
Results on PETA
Implementation details: For the PETA dataset, the batch size was set to 190. We split it into five clusters containing 2, 11, 4, 10, and 18 attributes by thresholding at within cluster sum of squares τ = 3, trained our models for 5,000 epochs, and set λ = 0.2. Evaluation results: Since the training size of the PETA dataset is significantly higher than the rest (almost 10,000) and the annotations provided are 45 instead of 20, some very interesting observations can be made from the clusters of visual attributes depicted in Figure 8 . The turquoise cluster comprises attributes related to upper and lower body formal clothes along with black and leather footwear, and thus it is beneficial if we learn these attributes at the same time. Other examples that follow to our intuition and semantic understanding are the fact that being male is very strongly connected with having short hair and not carrying any type of bag, or that carrying a backpack is linked with being less than 30 years old. The proposed learning approach employs this information from attributes strongly connected on the PETA dataset and outperformed the recent method of Zhu et al. [73] .
Since many attributes are highly imbalanced and the classification accuracy as an evaluation metric is not sufficient by itself they also reported recall rate results when the false positive rate is equal to 10% as well as the area under the ROC curve (AUC). Following the same evaluation protocol, we tested the proposed multitask curriculum learning method on the PETA dataset and report our results in comparison with those of Zhu et al. [73] after grouping the attributes in Table 4 . Although our method is not part-based, as it does not split the human image into parts which are then learned individually, it outperforms the part-based method of Zhu et al. [73] in all types of visual attributes under all evaluation metrics. Due to highly imbalanced data (the imbalance ratio in most of the categories is relatively high), the improvement in the classification accuracy is minor. However, for the rest of the evaluation metrics, our method improved the average recall rate by 3.93% and the AUC by 1.94%. In Figure 9 the ROC curves of some tasks in which our method performed really well (e.g., "blue shirt"), reasonably well (e.g.,"gender"), and adequately (e.g.,"has backpack") are depicted. The complete results on the PETA dataset are provided in Table 6 .
Ablation Studies and Performance Analysis
Is Hierarchical Clustering Beneficial?
An important question that arises while analyzing the performance of CILICIA on attribute classification is, what is the impact of the group split using hierarchical clustering along with the proposed learning paradigm which guides the training process? To what extent can the obtained results be accustomed to using a deeplearning multi-task classification scheme? To answer such questions, we conducted a detailed experimental evaluation on the VIPeR dataset [74] for a different number of groups that were split with two different methods. The first group split is performed after sorting the total cross-correlations for each attribute using Eq. (3), in descending order, and splitting the attributes to a fixed number of groups. For example, for the VIPeR dataset, we compute for each attribute the sum of crosscorrelations with the rest, which results in a 20 × 1 vector. After sorting this vector, we split it into N number of groups depending on the number of groups that we are interested in investigating. The second way to split the visual attributes into groups is by employing the proposed approach (described in Section 3.2). In Figure 10 , we demonstrate the average classification accuracy over all visual attributes of the VIPeR dataset [74] for a different number of groups, using the two methods described. We observe that splitting into groups using a hierarchical top-down method yields better results in all groups and that for the VIPeR dataset, five clusters are the optimal number of groups.
Why is Knowledge Transfer important?
To assess the impact of transferring knowledge from groups of tasks which have already converged to ones : ROC curves for the visual attributes of "gender", "blue shirt", and "has backpack". The x-axis is in semi-logarithmic scale and the depicted values correspond to the recall rate (%) when the false positive rate is 10%. that have not been learned yet we conducted an ablation experiment. We selected the four most correlated and the four least correlated attributes of the PETA dataset so as to form the two groups of strongly and weakly correlated attributes. We compare the classification accuracy of the selected tasks with and without knowledge transfer. When no knowledge is transferred to the latter group, we are simply training two multi-task classification frameworks. We report the obtained results in the last two columns of Table 5 . Transferring knowledge from a strongly correlated group of tasks to the weakly improves the performance of the latter by 1.89% compared to a typical multi-task classification learning framework.
Why use Correlation as a Criterion for Group
Split?
To demonstrate the effectiveness of clustering attributes into groups based on their cross correlation we conducted an ablation study using the same eight attributes (as in Section 5.2) from the PETA dataset. However, in this experiment, instead of grouping them based on their cross-correlation, we randomly assign them to two groups. We follow exactly the same two-stage process (i.e., learning one group first and transferring knowledge to the second which is learned right after) and report the obtained results in the first column of Table 5 . We observe that learning in correlation-based groups of tasks is beneficial as CILICIA with and without knowledge transfer performs better than learning at random. Additionally, transferring knowledge between attributes that do not co-occur (or they are semantically Figure 10: Average classification accuracy over all visual attributes of the VIPeR dataset, for different number of group splits. The cross-correlation based split refers to grouping the tasks based on their total crosscorrelation with the rest after arranging them in a descending order. The hierarchical clustering based split corresponds to the proposed approach described in Algorithm 1.
completely different) has an adverse effect on the performance. The obtained results are in line with previous methods that can be found in the literature [79, 80] that have exploited label correlations to improve multi-task learning.
Why is the Proposed Curriculum the Right One?
We argue that task similarity and thus the curriculum is not binary, but resides on a spectrum. In the same way that humans learn with different curricula depending on the task, the process of finding a curriculum that is beneficial for all tasks cannot have an optimal single solution. Learning in correlation-split groups showed promising results (Tables 1 and 5) which led   Table 5 : Ablation experiments to assess the effectiveness of knowledge transfer and correlation-based split. In the random split column, the strongly and weakly groups refer only to the learning sequence as the split is not based on the correlation. CILICIA (w/o kt) corresponds to learning in correlation-split groups but without knowledge transfer. us to start considering how can we improve the performance. Transferring knowledge between related tasks is not beneficial as during the joint multi-task learning training the parameter sharing plays that role. Transferring knowledge from randomly-split groups also proved to be ineffective (Table 5) . We then investigated whether the work of Bengio et al. [13] , which proposed a curriculum based on what is easier to learn first, would add value. We believe that the knowledge transfer from the strongly to the weakly correlated group of tasks is a reasonable easy-to-hard curriculum which resembles to the definition of Bengio et al. [13] . In addition, note that when Bengio et al. [13] introduced curriculum learning after they defined an entropy-based curriculum they demonstrated that introducing gradually more difficult examples speeds-up online training. In our paper, this can be observed in the convergence plot ( Figure 5 ) in which the subgroups converge faster and with a smaller loss (average among tasks).
Performance Analysis and Limitations
The proposed approach outperformed the state-ofthe-art in all datasets and demonstrated better results over the rest of the learning paradigms on the SoBiR dataset. The main reasons for this are: (i) we exploited the correlation between different attributes and split them into clusters using hierarchical clustering; (ii) we proposed a learning paradigm to learn the group of attributes in a curriculum learning framework and classify them in a multi-task classification setup; and (iii) we leveraged the already learned clusters of visual attributes which had converged to transfer knowledge to groups that were about to be learned to improve the performance and enhance the stability of our method.
Despite its success and good performance, the proposed approach has a few limitations and inefficiencies. First, the existence of a fully-connected layer after the last convolutional layer increases significantly the number of parameters that need to be learned for each task. We partially addressed this by freezing most of the network and employed a small number of units in the fully-connected layer. This inefficiency is known for the VGG network and was addressed by more recent networks that such as the GoogLeNet [81] , the ResNet [68] or the Highway Networks [82] . However, these networks were not suitable for CILICIA because of the way training is performed (i.e., in all three networks, the same inputs travel through different paths and different number of layers). Second, the proposed approach contains two additional parameters that need to be crossvalidated thoroughly. The first parameter is λ, which controls the contribution of the already learned groups of clusters and is found in several methods that perform transfer learning or knowledge distillation [60, 59] . For this parameter, we experimented on the validation set with different parameters (namely 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 and 1) and observed that a 25% contribution of the already learned clusters of visual attributes was the most effective. The second parameter is the within-cluster sum of squares threshold which controls the number of clusters formed. Finally, the goal of the proposed approach was to classify the visual attributes of humans, the full body of whom was always fully-visible. Thus, it was tested in re-identification datasets, which contain pairs of images of humans standing or walking, and outperformed the state-of-the-art without even following a part-based approach. For datasets such as the Berkeley Attributes of People dataset [27] , which comprises humans of varying poses with parts of their body either not visible or occluded, part-based (or poselet-based) approaches [28, 24, 23] have proven to be very effective recently. To address these challenges, CILICIA would have to be adapted to work with poselets or body-parts (i.e., in which order the body parts need to be learned so as to transfer information between groups of tasks) which was outside the scope of this paper.
Conclusion
Given a set of tasks that need to be learned we sought to find an answer to how we can learn them effectively and what would be the optimal way in terms of performance, speed, and simplicity. Learning each task separately, although very simple, lacks in terms of performance since it does not exploit the information from other tasks. Learning all tasks at the same time in a multi-task classification scenario is relatively fast, easy to implement, and employs knowledge from other tasks to boost the classification performance. Curriculum learning is a learning scheme in which samples or tasks are not treated as equally easy or hard, but are instead presented to the model in a meaningful way so as to increase generalization and performance. Since learning a large number of tasks one at a time is computationally expensive, we opted for learning clusters of tasks in a curriculum. In each cluster of visual attributes, we proposed to learn the corresponding tasks in a multi-task classification setup.
Our proposed method, CILICIA, finds the sequence in which clusters of visual attributes are learned very efficiently, and classifies them with high performance. Given images of standing humans as an input, we performed end-to-end learning by solving multiple binary classification problems simultaneously. Tasks were grouped into clusters by employing hierarchical agglomerative clustering based on their correlation. The sequence (i.e., curriculum) in which clusters were learned was found by computing the average crosscorrelation within each cluster and sorting the obtained values in a descending order. During training of weakly correlated clusters of tasks, we leveraged the knowledge already learned from clusters which demonstrated stronger correlation. By these means, we combined the advantages of both multi-task and curriculum learning paradigms; since our method converges fast, it is effective and employs prior knowledge. We evaluated our method in three datasets and outperformed the state-ofthe-art by 9.9% on the VIPeR dataset and by a recall rate of almost 4% (when the false positive rate is fixed and equal to 10%) on the PETA dataset despite the fact that no body part-specific information was employed. The obtained results demonstrate the effectiveness and, at the same time, the great potential of multi-task curriculum learning. 
